Case Study:

Private School Secures Redundant Network
Infrastructure with Continuity to Help Minimize Disruption
The Opportunity

Holy Trinity Episcopal Academy, a private school with 830+ students, 150 staff, and serving Preschool through
Twelfth Grades across two campuses in the Melbourne, FL market, had some concerns with their IT
infrastructure. They experienced frequent e-mail server communication issues, which impeded business
operations. In addition, they were reliant on a single internet provider placing them at risk for service
interruption which would inhibit teachers, parents and students from accessing campus resources. Project
cost was also a concern because Holy Trinity’s server hardware was near end-of-life and would require a large
capital expense to replace.

The SD Data Center Direct Solution

In seeking out a more robust solution and manageable cost, Susan
Bearden, Holy Trinity’s Director of IT, turned to Data Center Solutions
provider, SD Data Center. The SD Data Center team of engineers
consulted with Mrs. Bearden to better understand the current
infrastructure and to address her business concerns. SD Data Center
resolved the e-mail reliability issue by moving it to a hosted platform
with reliable infrastructure access. In order to ensure continuous
internet connectivity, SD Data Center added to the school’s wide area
network using a secondary low-cost internet provider. This addition,
combined with TerraCom’s managed router service, enabled fail-over
of the network, minimized impact on internal IT staff, and eliminated the need for capital equipment costs for
the school.
In response to Holy Trinity’s aging server concerns, Mrs. Bearden and the SD Data Center engineers sought to
develop a cloud-based solution that was not only economical, but delivered a level of redundancy previously
not found with the campus infrastructure. In order to meet the school’s unique requirements, SD Data Center
designed a hybrid solution that moved applications and services to the cloud where possible, while delivering
a hardware as a service solution to the campus for legacy applications that were not yet cloud capable. This
hybrid solution strengthened Holy Trinity’s position by placing key applications within TerraCom’s Tier III
facility, providing redundancy, reliability, environmental controls and business continuity options.
In an effort to strengthen the school’s existing backup replication processes, SD Data Center enabled cloud
backup and storage outside of the school’s existing infrastructure. By replicating to the cloud, Holy Trinity
gained the ability to replicate geographically as they may be required to do so in the future. SD Data Center
was able to connect all pieces to the infrastructure, whether on premise or in its data center facility, on one
homogeneous network, through its OmniCloudSM solution.

The Impact

By leveraging SD Data Center’s services, Holy Trinity’s network has been strengthened and infrastructure
reliability improved. Since migrating their data to SD Data Center, confidence in e-mail communication has
been restored, projected capital expenses have been dramatically reduced and the network redundancy
proven. Within two weeks, the network solution was put to the test when the primary internet provider went
down and the redundant circuit performed as designed, preventing loss of internet connectivity.
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“SD Data Center provides us with the peace of mind that comes from 24x7, best-in-class service by helping us
leverage the power of technology to enhance our students’ educational experience,” said Susan Bearden, IT
Director of Holy Trinity. “Since moving our servers to SD Data Center, we have had 100% uptime.”
The school saved over $100K in upfront capital expenses by removing the need to replace and support
existing hardware and migrating to SD Data Center’s Cloud solution. By storing the majority of their data in
TerraCom’s data center facility, supported by an n+1 redundant power and cooling infrastructure and backed
with fire suppression, Holy Trinity ensures the continuity and survivability of their systems while allowing staff
to focus on customer service, educational outcomes, and parent / student satisfaction.

About Holy Trinity Episcopal Academy

Founded in 1957, Holy Trinity Episcopal Academy is Brevard County’s premier private school, an Episcopal
coeducational college-preparatory school for grades PS-12. For more information, visit www.htacademy.org.

About SD Data Center

SD Data Center is more than a concrete bunker built to protect and provide redundant access to your critical
data. Many of our customers choose SD Data Center for custom-engineered solutions designed to fit their
business requirements and created by our team of solution architects. Our in-house professionals can help
you achieve the highest levels of efficiency and manageability to help you optimize and future-proof your IT
infrastructure.
SD Data Center partners with you to understand your business objectives, and deliver a suite of services
tailored to your current operating environment and to support your future growth objectives. We specialize
in virtualization and high-availability offerings, network design and support, and cloud capabilities proven to
increase productivity and reduce IT costs.
SD Data Center serves customers across a variety of industries including healthcare, education, financial,
military, government, aviation, and technology. From connectivity to redundant infrastructure hosting, to network engineering and design – including business continuity - our customer-focused approach makes us the
premier data center solutions provider in Central Florida and across the nation.

SD Data Center is more than a data center
Our experts are ready to help plan out your deployment and discuss
strategies for your infrastructure.
Contact us today to receive your complimentary solution recommendation
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